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From:
To: 'NeurotheraDyCenteroiwJshindon;; . ;1;qn.rrotherapycenters.com>
Cc:
Sent: Sunday, February 08,2009 9:58 PM
Subject: Our son

To \y'Vhom lt may Concern,
Our son has been a patient at Neurotherapy for over 3 years now. We have seen remarkable progress in those
two years. A little history. Our son was diagnosised with PDD NOS at age of 4, he is now '16. Eaily on we did a
lot of work with discreet trial intervention. lt helped his language skills but it was an uphill batfle. We knew that
exercise helped...he really liked being outdoors and moving/swinging/bouncing. lt seemed to stimulate him. In
early 2001 we _started seeing a vision therapist who introduLed uJto-primitive foflexes. primitive reflexes
still conholled for too much of his motor planning functions. For almost 6 years we did vision therapy and also a
program called bal-a-visex. Both helped him improve his basic life skills but the progress was limitbi and slow.

In the December 2005. issue of the Washingtonian was an article on Neurotherapy, I was very interested in the
possibilities because we knew that' - 5rain did not process/function like a tyiicatty aevet6ping chitd's brain. I
am uncertain exactly how many times Sean has been treated at Neurotherapy Oy Dr eltey and heir staff but we
have seen some pretty significant gains. His speech had dramatically improved. He hand eye coordination has
improved - we can read his writing now. He was able to do back flipa on the trampoline. Hii auditory processing
has improved. His eye contact has improved. The note bdlow from his teacher reiers to progress he has made 

-

since- the bigginning of school this year - focus and follow through have improved. While it iJ not perfect and he
is still far behind his peers, it is an improvement. We are big beiievers in the reslts we have seen in-:

From: Megan | _
Sentl Fridav. January 30, 2009 2:13 pM
To!
Subject: Chemistry

Hi to you both! I wanted to fill you in on the plan for nnd chemistry. I ordered a remedial physical science
series that has lower reading level text and lessons for High Sohool age students. Mrs. Hall is going to use the
text and worksheets in class to help I understand the concepts... along with brainpop of course! In addition,
she would like for him to have a Chemistry textbook so he can follow along with readings in class ald do some
homework from it as well (the book is listed in the syllabus).

I was really, really impressed with- rability to independently find the answers to his Chemistry worksheet
today. He started it in class and I figured someone helped him, but he told me no. He then workedon finishing it
in my class and it was really neat to watch him. He was able to read the question, identiry what he was lookinf
for and go back to the text to find it. Pretty smart guy @

Have a preat weekend!

2t9t2009


